Abstract: There are many occasions in structural health monitoring (SHM) on which collected data sets contain missing observations. 6 Such instances may occur as a result of failed communications or packet losses in a wireless sensor network or as a result of sensing and 7 sampling methods-for example, mobile sensing. By implementing modified expectation and maximization steps, structural identification 8 using expectation maximization (STRIDE) is capable of processing data in these circumstances and is the first modal identification technique 9 to formally accept data with missing observations. This paper presents the STRIDE algorithm, a statistical perspective of missing data, and 10 new STRIDE equations that account for missing observations. Expectation step (E-step) equations are given explicitly for both partially 11 observed time steps and those not fully observed. The maximization step (M-step) provides state-space parameter updates in terms of avail-12 able observations and missing-data state-variable statistics. This paper also discusses the performance and convergence behavior of STRIDE 13 with missing data. Finally, two applications are presented to exemplify common use in network reliability and mobile sensing, both using 14 data collected at the Golden Gate Bridge. This paper demonstrates that sensor network data containing a significant amount of missing 15 observations can be used to achieve a comprehensive modal identification. A successful real-world identification with simulated mobile 16 sensors quantifies the preservation of spatial information, establishing the benefits of this type of network and emphasizing a line of inquiry 17 for future SHM implementations.
information, which can be addressed by mobile sensors. 33 The current state of mobile-sensor network applications in SHM 34 is developing; research has been diverse although limited, as dis-35 cussed in Pakzad (2013, 2014) . Zhu et al. (2010, 36 2012) developed flexure-based mobile-sensor nodes (FMSNs) 37 representing a moving SHM sensor procedure that collects data 38 at fixed nodes. However, these sensors do not record data while 39 in motion. Sibley et al. (2002) and Dantu et al. (2005) Partial system identification studies include a moving vehicle to 44 investigate the identifiability of frequencies for a single bridge span 45 with frequency domain techniques [Lin and Yang (2005) This paper focuses on mobile-sensor data (i.e., data from sensors 48 simultaneously recording in time while moving in space) for com-49 prehensive system identification of real structural systems. cally, it addresses an inherent attribute of mobile-sensor data, the 51 anticipated effects of missing observations in time and space. 52 Another application of processing techniques for data with 53 missing observations is in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which 54 in SHM have typically been designed to minimize packet losses 55 and budget their energy requirements. Nagayama et al. (2007) and 56 Pakzad et al. (2008) showed that, although packet loss can be 57 successfully prevented in a WSN for a power and communication 58 cost, it may be possible to allow some missing packets by relaxing 59 design constraints and still achieve accurate estimates of the data's 60 desired features with an acceptable error. This might reduce WSN 61 overhead communication and power costs by avoiding data 62 retransmission and the computational efforts necessary to ensure 63 perfect data delivery (Lynch 2007; Pakzad 2010; Xu et al. 2004) . 64 Lastly, despite developments in sensor network design, environ-65 mental effects may always limit reliable data collection and trans-66 mission (Lynch and Loh 2006) , leaving missing data as an 67 unavoidable WSN challenge (Zhao and Ramesh 2003) . In the 68 current study, packet losses in a sensor network were modeled as 69 missing observations in a time series so that the presented missing- (Andersen 1997) , SSI (Peeters and De Roeck 1999) as in Little and Rubin (2002 
contain fundamentally different characteristics [see Box et al. 175 (2008) or Shumway and Stoffer (2011) Digalakis et al. (1993) revisited EM in the state-space model, 201 like Shumway and Stoffer (1982) , but incorporated the observation 202 matrix C as a free parameter; that is, this parameter was included in Matarazzo and Pakzad (2016) Andersen et al. (1999) , Chang and Pakzad (2013) , and Peeters 220 and De Roeck (1999) with diagonal covariance matrices Q and R, respectively. parameter Ψ j specified for iteration j:
237
The algorithm begins with an initial super-parameter estimate 238 Ψ 0 that is updated at each iteration via the M-step [Eqs. (14)- (19) 239 in Matarazzo and Pakzad (2016) ], which was designed to guarantee 240 an increase in the conditional log-likelihood function (Dempster 241 et al. 1977; Wu 1983 
As shown in Fig. 2(b 
Eq. (5) is split into available and missing partitions, resulting in 291 Eq. (6). This is only necessary for incomplete data time steps.
In Eq. (6), the N × 1 observation vector y portions with sizes a and m, respectively
In the event that some observations are missing, the Kalman 339 filter remains the optimal filter (Kalman 1960 
In short, the E-step missing-data equations are derived from with incomplete data, the missing partitions can be assigned to 365 follow the values in Eqs. (18)- (21).
Equation (20) Eqs. (13)- (17). These smoothing calculations are as presented in 378 Matarazzo and Pakzad (2016 Kalman filter equations (27)- (29) provide details].
390
The pN × m Kalman gain matrix K k is unique because the 391 observation dimension spans the columns rather than the rows.
392
Equation (24) Kalman prediction Eqs. (25) and (26) are unchanged in form:
The Kalman filter/update Eqs. (27)- (32) are partitioned in the 396 observation dimension and include the results from Eqs. (22)- (24). 
In other words, as Jones (1980) in the E-step in Eqs. (18)- (21) are not to be used in the M-step.
425
Partitioned values remain as specified rows/submatrices of the cur-426 rent parameter at iteration j unless otherwise noted:
The following updating equations are similar to those in 429 Digalakis et al (1993) i.e., Cases 1-3. In the truncated case, a higher degree of missing-493 ness was equivalent to a reduced sample size (a decrease in K).
494
In all cases, the STRIDE analyses used a state-space model Fig. 3 . 10-DOF shear story structure estimate of 1.54% (2.00% was the exact value for every mode).
508
The average of all 10 modal assurance criteria (MAC) values 509 (Allemang and Brown 1982) estimates for these cases, the reader is referred to Appendix II).
594
As shown in Fig. 6(a) , in all three cases, all 10 frequency estimates 595 remained accurate for degrees of missingness 0-40%; the results
596
were nearly identical to those of Case 0. Additionally, the tight 597 confidence bounds in Fig. 6 (a) (for Cases 1 and 2) indicate a low 598 variability in these estimates.
599
In Fig. 6 (b) the damping estimates are plotted against missing-600 ness for all three cases. In Fig. 6(b A 0 and observation matrix C 0 were estimated by ERA-OKID-OO 659 (p ¼ 2). As before, the remaining state-space parameters were set 660 in accordance with Matarazzo and Pakzad (2016) . verged to MLE at a maximum log-likelihood after 60 iterations.
662
This full-data STRIDE analysis successfully identified 19 modes.
663
The estimated frequencies and damping ratios are listed in the sec-664 ond and sixth rows alongside the AR results in ERA-OKID-OO (p ¼ 2). In the following section, Table 3 , and 687 Fig. 8(a) , the results of this analysis are referred to as MP. The damping estimates were satisfactory and, in general, were A mobile-sensor strategy was simulated using the 49-sensor data 710 set described in the previous section. In this application, a group 711 of 9 mobile sensors scanned 46 nodes on the west side of the main 712 span and a single mobile sensor scanned 3 nodes on the east side.
713
As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the group of 9 mobile sensors covered 15 714 sensing nodes using equally spaced sensor clusters oriented in the would promote frequent long-term monitoring (i.e., more data).
726
Given the deterministic missing-data mechanism defined by the ing consistency using STRIDE at a minimum model order (p ¼ 2).
799
As discussed in Chang and Pakzad (2013) 
Appendix II. Supplementary Case Study Results 
